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1. Introduction 
Infinite matrix rings have been investigated by G. KoTHE and 0. 
TOEPLITZ [6], A. WEBER [9], and H. S. ALLEN [1, 2], assuming that all 
the series Li an,i bi.k,1 ), expressing the elements of the product matrix 
AB of two matrices A and B of the ring, are absolutely convergent, and 
that the ring is associative. 
P. VERMES [8] established the existence of a non-associative ring of 
infinite matrrces; he determined a matrix B with an infinity of distinct 
two-sided reciprocals Q"', and these together generated the required ring. 
A different approach by J. CoPPING [5] led to a new non-associative 
ring, in which, if each matrix is partitioned in the form [p: :J where 
iX is a finite square matrix of given order n X n, then, in any product of 
matrices of the ring, the parts iX, {3 andy remain invariant under changes 
in the order of multiplication. 
In both these non-associative rings, however, all the series Li an,i bi.k 
occurring in the product of two matrices of the ring turn out to be abso-
lutely convergent. On the other hand, P. VERMES [7] constructed the 
(associative) ring of b-matrices, in which the series Li an,i bi.k are not all 
absolutely convergent; in particular this holds for products of £51-matrices, 
defined in the next section. He raised the question as to whether this 
could occur in a non-associative matrix ring. In section 3 of this paper, 
a positive answer is given to this question: matrices are constructed 
which lead to a non-associative ring in which such series are not always 
absolutely convergent. The construction is made with the use of b1 and 
br-matrices defined in section 2, where these matrices are investigated in 
some detail, leading to algebraic results. 
2. £51-matrices and b,-matrices 
P. VERMES [7] defined b-matrices by the two properties 
(2.1) 
~ (i) 
( (ii) 
.L an.k is convergent for all k, 
n 
co n 
L I L (ai,k-ai.k+ 1 ) I < M for all n; 
k~ I i~ I 
1) Li denotes L~ 1 throughout. 
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he proved that a-matrices form an associative ring C. We shall call a 
a-matrix which has identical columns a o1-matrix. Thus o1-matrices form 
a sub-ring of C. Every convergent series Iti defines a o1-matrix 
(2.2) [
t1, t1, t1, . 'l 
T= tz, tz, lz, ... 
t3, t3, t3, .. 
... . .. 
If, in addition, IJb;J IS convergent, we shall call the matrix 
[
t1 bv t1b2, t1b3, . '] 
b t2b1, t2b2, t2b3, . . s . (ti i) = b b b a ur-matnx. 
t3 1' t3 2' fa 3' · · 
... . .. 
(2.3) 
The zero-matrix is the only one which is both o1 and or. It is evident 
that a or-matrix is also a Kr-matrix [4, 29]. 
Theorem 2. I. or-matrices are a-matrices. 
The matrix (tibi) is the product of the o1-matrix (2.2) and the diagonal 
matrix (bk). Both of these are a-matrices, and therefore so is their product. 
(2.4) Since lim tnbk=O (n= l, 2, ... ), or-matrices are also o0-matrices 
k--+00 
[7, 30]. 
Theorem 2. I I. As series-to-series transformation matrices, or -matri-
ces are efficient for all series whose terms are bounded. 
Let (ci.i) = (tibi) be the or-matrix (2.3). If JuiJ < M (j = l, 2, ... ), then 
vi= Ii ci,i ui=ti I biui=tir, say, since I JbiJ is convergent and JuiJ <M; 
and further Ivi converges to r Iti. 
Theorem 2. III. (i) The product of a a-matrix and a o1-matrix, 
in this order, is a 01-matrix; (ii) the product of a a-matrix and a or-matrix, 
in this order, is a or-matrix. 
(i) Let A= (au) be a a-matrix, and let T be the o1-matrix defined 
by the series Iti. Then AT is a a-matrix, being the product of two 
a-matrices. Also (AT)i,i = I~c ai, k tk; thus the columns of AT are identical, 
and so it is also a o1-matrix. 
(ii) Let P be the or-matrix (2.3). Then AP is a a-matrix, being the 
product of two a-matrices; also (AP)u = bi vi, [where vi= Ik ai,lc t,,. Now 
IJbiJ converges, and also Ivi converges, since AT is a o1-matrix; therefore 
AP is a or-matrix. 
Corollary. o1-matrices form a left-ideal in the ring C of a-matrices. 
The sum and product of two o1-matrices is a o1-matrix, but the sum 
of two or-matrices is not, in general, a or-matrix. Nevertheless, a sub-ring 
of C is generated by elements 
a1P1 +a2P 2 + ... +anPn+bQ, 
where Pi are o,-matrices, Q a o1-matrix, and ai, b arbitrary scalars. 
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We shall call a matrix which is both K,. and Kc [4, 29] a Kr.c-matrix. 
Theorem 2. IV. The product of a o,-matrix and a K,.c-matrix (in 
this order) is a o,-matrix. 
Let ~ti, ~lbil converge, and let A= (ai.i) be a K,, c-matrix. Then 
( 2. 5) [~ ::: ~ ::: :::.:: J [=:::: ~ :: ::::: ] ~ [~ ::: ~ ::: ~ ::: J 
where ai = ~i bi ai.i' The right-hand side of (2.5) is K,, being the product 
of two K,-matrices, and so ~I ail is convergent; as ~ti is also convergent, 
it follows that the product matrix is also a o,-matrix. 
Theorem 2. V. The product of a Kc-matrix and a matrix which is 
both o1 and Kc (in this order) is both 01 and Kc. 
The product is Kc, being the product of two Kc-matrices, and therefore. 
also Ov since all its columns are identical. 
Theorem 2. VI. The product of a Kc-matrix and a matrix which 
is both o, and Kc (in this order) is both o, and Kc. 
Let A= (au) be a Kc-matrix, and let P= (tibi) be a o,-matrix which 
is also Kc. Then AP is Kc, being the product of two Kc-matrices; also 
(AP);, i = cibi, where ci = ~k a;, k tk, so that AP is also a o,-matrix. 
Theorem 2. VII. Let A be a K,,c-matrix and let P, Q be any two 
matrices which are either o1 or o,; then the products PQA and APQ are 
associative. 
We shall prove only that P(QA)=(PQ)A when Pis a o,-matrix and 
Q a o1-matrix; the proofs for the other variations of the theorem are 
similarly straightforward. 
Let P be the o,-matrix (2.3) and Q the o1-matrix defined by the series 
~si. Then 
{ P(QA) };,i= ~ tiblr ~ skaz.i= ~ (~ tibksk) a1.i= { (PQ)A };,i, 
k l l k 
since the double summation is absolutely convergent. The result follows. 
Theorem 2. VIII. Let A, B be K,.,c-matrices and P be a o1-matrix; 
then the product AP B is associative. 
Let P be the o1-matrix (2.2). Then, by absolute convergence, 
the result follows. 
(2.6) 01-matrices and o,-matrices belong to the class of matrices which 
are self-associative and such that A 2 =).A. For such matrices, the following 
results are readily verified: 
(2. 7) I+ A has a two-sided reciprocal I- 1 ~.l. A, provided that A =F -1, 
(3.1) 
(i) 
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(2.8) I -A has a two-sided reciprocal I+ 1 ~A A, provided that A =I= + 1; 
e.g., if A= U, an idempotent matrix, then I+ U has the two-sided reciprocal 
I-tU. 
If A is a o1-matrix, we will call Q=I +A a 02-matrix. 
Theorem 2. IX. o2-matrices Q=I +A, such that A 2 =AA (). =1- -1), 
form a group with respect to multiplication. 
Let A, B be o1-matrices such that A 2 =AA, B 2 =ftB (A, fl =1- -1); then 
(I+A) (I+B)=I+A+B+AB=I+C, where C is also a o1-matrix. 
We have AB=ftA and BA=AB, whence it is easily verified that 
0 2 =(A+ft+Aft)C. Now A+ft+Aft= -1 would imply ft(1+A)= -(1+A), 
i.e. either A= -1 or fl = -l. Thus in forming products of o2-matrices 
for which A =1- -1, we obtain another 02-matrix for which A =1- -l. 
Further, each has a o2-reciprocal by (2.7), and the products of o2-matrices 
are associative. The result follows. 
3. Generation of the required non-associative ring 
We consider the matrices 
1, 1, 1, 0, 2"' 
- J2- 22' l l 
-~, -~, - ~' l"' A= l B= 22-J2' 0, 
s;;' s;;' ~' l"' 2"' 
32- J2' -32-22 
3" 
P- 32' 
3"' 
22- 32' 
0, 
where <X is a fixed number such that 0 <<X< t. We shall prove 
T 
4"' 
- P-42' 
4"' 
-22- 42' 
4"' 
--32- 42' 
Theorem 3. I. The matrices I ciAi + ki, where each Ai is a finite 
i ~1 
product formed from A and powers of Bin any order, and k, ci are arbitrary 
scalars, form a non-associative ring R with unit element. The ring includes 
matrices P, Q such that the series Ii Pn.i qi,k are not all absolutely convergent. 
(3.2) The matrix A is a o1-matrix, defined by the conditionally convergent 
series I( -1)n-ln-"'. We next show that B is a K,,c-matrix. 
l 
as j ->- oo, smce 0 < ,x < 2. 
... 
... 
... 
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Thus B is a Kc-matrix. 
Now 
(i+r)" (i+r)" (i+r)" l l 
(i+r)2-i2 = 2ri+?i < r(i+r) = r(i+r)l " r(i+r)l 2« (i+r)"' 
l l 
< -r.-rl,.-----=-2,.-.i" = r2-2«ia" 
Hence 
the series converging since 2- 2a > l. It follows also that 
C() l k r~l (i+r)2-i2 < :t;· 
Now 
(see, for example, [4, 67]), so that 
.,. { l l } '« ~ { l } 3 k 3 k Pi< 2 i2-I2 + ... + i2-(i-l)2 =2 r:=-1 (i+r)2-i2 - 4i2-« < - 4i2-« < . 
Hence Pi+ qi < k + kfi" < 2k independently of i, and so B is also K., and 
hence a K,,c-matrix. 
(3.3) We proceed to investigate the various products formed by A and 
powers of B. Let D(± n;.) be the diagonal matrix [( -l)n-ln.l.], D(n") the 
diagonal matrix [n"], U the matrix for which u;.i= 1 for all i, j, and K 
the Knopp-matrix given by k;.i=(l/i2-j2) if i=l=j, ki,i=O. 
Then we have the following results. 
(3.4) A =D(± n-"')U is a o1-matrix. 
(3.5) B = KD(± n") is Kr.c' as proved in (3.2). 
(3.6) Using the well-known results, [4, 67], 
""' l 3 ""' l 3 
..::.., 1n2 -n2 = - 4n~2 '..::.., n~2 -n2 = + 4n2' 
n m 
we have UK =!UD(n-2 ) and KU = -£D(n-2)U. 
(3.7) AB=D(± n-"')UK D(± n"), (the product being associative since 
two of the matrices are diagonal-matrices), =!D(± n-"')UD(± n"-2), 
which is a 0T-matrix. 
(3.8) BA =KU = -£D(n-2)U, which is o1 and K 0 • 
(3.9) AP=A.P-1A, where A= L( -l)n-1n-"'. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Bq is a K,, 0-matrix. 
BPA=BP-1(BA), which IS !51 and K 0 , by theorem 2. V. 
ABq=(AB)Bq-1, which is o,, by theorem 2. IV. 
(BA)B=B(AB) = -!D(n-2)UK D(± n"') 
= - 196D(n-2)U D(± n"'-2), which is o, and K 0 • 
(3.14) (BA)Bq= {(BA)B}Bq-1, which is o,, by theorem 2. IV, and K 0 , 
being the product of two K0-matrices. 
(3.15) (BvA)Bq= {Bv-1(BA)}Bq= Bv-1{(BA)Bq}, which is o, and K 0 , by 
theorem 2. VI. 
(3.16) Bv(ABq)=(BvA)Bq, by theorem 2. VIII. 
Thus, with the help of theorems 2. III.- 2. VIII., all possible products 
of A and powers of B exist. 
Finally, 
(3.17) (AB)A = !D(± n-"') U D(± n"'-2 ) D(± n-"') U 
=!D(± n-"')U D(n-2)U=KL~)D(± n-"')U=n2/8A, 
n . 
and A(BA)= -!D(± n-"')U D(n-2)U = -n2f8A. 
The existence of the ring R is thus established. It has the required 
properties (i) that it is non-associative, from (3.17), and (ii) that the series 
concerned in the products are not all absolutely convergent. This follows 
from (3.9), since the series _L( -1)n-1 n-"' is not absolutely convergent 
when O<<X<i. 
There is such a ring corresponding to every fixed value of <X in this 
range. 
I express my thanks to Dr. R. G. CooKE and Dr. P. VERMES for helpful 
criticism received during the preparation of this paper. 
Birkbeck College, University of London 
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